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REMARKS OI{ THE MAXIMAL DITATATION
OF THE BEURLING-AHLFORS EXTENSION

MATTI LETITINEN

l. fntroduction

An increasing continuous function ft defined on an interval I which can be the
entire real line Rl, is q-quasisymmetric if

(1) p-r = (h(x*t)-h(x))l(h(x)-h(x-t)) = s

for all x and all t>0 such thatlx-t, x+tlcl. The infimum p(h) of all q such that
(1) holds is the coefficient of quasisymmetry of h.

A well-known and widely applied result due to Beurling and Ahlfors [] states
that the map fn,, defined by

where

(2) a(z)

2fo,,Q) - d'(r) + fr (r) * ir (o (r) - P (r)),

: I:h(x* yt) dt, f (t) : I'_Lh(x- yt) dt, z - xtiy, r > 0,

is a quasiconformal extension of h to a domain A in the upper half-plane H. If
I:Rt, then A:H, andif .Iisafiniteinterval, Aisa rightisosceles trianglewith
base,l. We call .fi,, a Beurling-Ahlfors extension of å.

Beurling and Ahlfors proved the existence of an r, depending on g only, such
that the maximal dilatation K(fo) of fo,, is at most g2 as soon as q(å)<g. For
Q=|.9, g2 has been replaced by Qt/, [3]. Linear upper bounds /<(fr,)=8 q, K(fn:D=
4.2q and K(fn)=2p have been computed by T. Reed [6J, Li Zhong [5] and the
author [4], rerpectively. In the present paper, the implications of (1) on K(fr,,) will
be examined in greater detail. The main result is that for each g there is an r such that

K(fo) = 2Q-r'

In the other direction, we shall give an example of a piecewise linear å such that

K(fo) > 3sl2
for every r.
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2. A lemma of Beurling anil Ahlfors

The upper estimations of K(fi,") make use of the following lemma of Beurling
and Ahlfors ll, p. l37l:

Lemma l. Let h be q'quasisymmetric on l0,lf, å(0):9, h(l):|. Set p:
s/(e*1), L:ll(p*L). Then

(3) l' = f'tt1x\ dx = F.

We reprove the lemma with a method indicating a function which yields equality

on the right-hand side of (3). Set P(0):9, P(1):1 and

(4) P(Qk+t)|2') : 1P(kl2-1)+ pP((k+r)12'-'),

k:0,1, ...,2n-t-l; n:|,2, ..., andextend the definition of P to numbers x€(0, 1)

with a non-terminating binary representation by continuity. (P is the function intro-
duced by R. Salem [7] and studied in relation to quasisymmetric functions by K. Gold-
berg [2].) Clearly

(s) h(x) = P(x)

for all x€[0, 1] with a finite binary representation, and by continuity on the whole
interval. By (a) one computes using induction

2i:rr1t<121 :2o tt*)',
which implies

(6) IIrf.> dx : F.

The right-hand side of (3) now follows from (6) and (5), and the left-hand side from
the replacement of h(x) by l-h(t-x).

If the domain of å is [a, b] instead of [0, 1], an appropriate linear transformation
gives (3) the form

(7) ph(a)+uh(b) = (b- a7-'!bn6)ax = bh(a)+ph(b).

Also, (4) and (6) imply

(8) I:,;"'" P(x) dx : )"P(kl2\+ pP((k+ t)12\.

The function P is not quasisymmetric, since e.g'

(p (u 2 + u 2k) - p (u 2)) I (P (1 I 2) - P (U2 - U 2o)) : Qk -2.

This fact together with (5) and (6) indicates that the bounds in (3) are not the best
possible ones. A step towards improving (3) is

Lemma 2. Let fa,blc.lD,ll and ts1 s:(a*b)12. If
(e) 2P(c) = P(a)+P(b),
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and h is as in Lemma 1, then

(10) II|A> dx = Q.(b - a)lz)((s +s) p(c) + (q - l)P(b)).

Proof. Set

,: I" h@)dx, 
": Iu h@)dx.

An integration of
h (c + x) - h (c) < q (h (c) - h (c - x))

over [c, b] yields

X+Y = (q+I)h(c)(b-a)12 = (p+I)P(c)(b-a)12: Zo.

On the gther hand, by (7) and (5),

x < (b-a)(LP(a)+pP(c))12: xo,

Y = (b-a)(LP(c)+ pP(b))12 : Yo.

Since g>1, the sum X*Y is bounded above by

(11) Yo+(Zo-YJlq
if
(12) pXoIYo= Zo.

But (9) and (12) are equivalent, and the right-hand side of(10) equals (ll).
The same argument can be carried over to an arbitrary interval to prove

Lemma 3. Let h be g-quasisymmetric on la,bl and 2h(c)=h(a)+h(b),
c:(a-fb)12. Then

II,A> ax = (t 1u-a)Iz)((e+,n@+k-t)h(b)).

We next apply Lemma 2 to certain subintervals of [0, 1] to obtain the following
improvement of Lemma 1:

Lemma 4. If h is q-quasisymmetric onlO,lf, /r(0):6, h(l):|, then

(13) p 
= I:h(x) dx <- q,

where q: p1- (512q@'z - p)/(e* 1)n, p :l - (t.

Proof. By (4), P(Il2): 11", P(312): p"-t11 +.1;, P(5121: p"-211+ )"14, and

' P(512') + P(312') -2P(412,) : )'p"-'(tt-,l) = 0.

Also, P(l - 5 12") : | - Tn- 2 (l t ).p), P (1 - 3 12") : I - I - 1 (1 * p), P (1 - 2-") : 1 - 1",

and
P (l - s I 2) + P (I - 3 I 2\ - 2P (I - 4| T) : p),o -' (p -,1) = O.
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Then, by Lemma 2 and (8),

f iä @@) - P(")) dx = (112) ((s + 3) P (412")+ (e - 1) P (s12")

- qP (5l2')- (e + 1) P (412) - P (3l2)) _ - Az p"-'Qr- 1)12".
Similarly,

and consequently

II, O d x = p - Zi=, )z p" -zQt - 1) Z- " - Z,-= n p)," -L (1t - ),) 2- "

: u - 1t 1 t1(p1, fu - ),) (4 - pD I e + p1))

Since p/,=lla,@-pl)lQ+1tA) is between 513 and 2, the right-hand sideof (13)
follows. A replacementof h(x)by l-h(l-.n) again produces the left-hand side.

3. Upper bound of the naximal dilatation

Linear transformations have no effect on the coefficient of quasisymmetry of ft
or the maximal dilatation of f0,,. There is no loss of generality in assuming that the
domain of å contains [-1, U, å(0):0, h(l):l, and in considering the dilatation
quotient D of f6,, at i. Setting F:D*lf D, (:qr1i)lu,(i), q:-FrQ)lf,(i), (:
a.(i)l p.(i) one computes

where 
F : a((, n, Or *b((, q, Olr,

a ((, 4, 0 : ((( - r), + ((( + q),) | (2( (1 + d),

b (1, rt, 0 : ((( + r), + ((1 - rD,)lQ( G + d).

From (2) one obtains

(t4) (:-Uh(-r), q: r- I:h@)dx, ,: t+tto_,h(x)dx.

We try to determine r in such a way that the maximum of F as (t,q,() ranges
over all combinations allowed by (1) and (14) is as small as possible. To this end,
we first observe that llp=(=q, and that a possible replacement of h(x) by
h(-x)lh(-l) allows us to choose (=1. By Lemma 4, ( and 4 both lieinlp,q).
The inequalities

h (x\ - h ((x - t) 12) = p (h ((x - r) | 2)- l, (- 1))
and

h(x) = - ph(-x)

follow from (1); integration over [0,1] yields

(15) ( = (Qp+r)q-ry(t-t)

t_:';: (t'(*) - P(")) dx = - p1"-'Qr- 1)12,
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and

(16) ( = e$-rilt-).
Finally, the application of Lemma 4 to (h(2x-I)-h(-1)y(1-å(-l)) yields

(17) ( = @+ n- 11111- q+ n)

for (=q-p. We denote by QcRB the closed set bounded by the six planes (: l'
(: Q, €:p, (:q, q:p,4:q and the three hyperbolic paraboloids defined by equali-

ties in (15), (16) and (17).

The expressions c and å can both be written in the form

(t+€)C+G+42)lC+ cG, d.

From this it follows that for fixed 6, q, r the maximum of F is attained at the largest

possible ( if 4=t while for (=q the maximum is attained either at (:1 or at the

largestpossible (. In view of (16), the maximum is at (:1 only if

(18) (t+rt\ltt(') = P(r-rDlG-).

One easily verifies that if ((,q, OcTo and 4<(p* 1)/(3S+ 1), then (18) is not ful-
filled.

If ( is constant and ((, ,t) is on a fixed line, F can be written in the form

AL+BlL+C,

where Z is a linear expression in ( or 11, A>O and I>0. It follows that on any line

segment in 7 parallel to the (q-plane F is maximized at one of the end-points. This

means that for any r , the maximum of F in Q is attained either in one of tåe vertices

ar:(p,p,1), or:(q-p*qlQ,p, e), Ds:(Q,P,QIP), oa:(Q,0+dp-q, S), a5:
(q,q, Q), aa:(p, q,l), uz:(p, (e+1)/(3q+ l),2qzl(q?p+1)), or:((O*1)/(3e+l),
(c+1)/1:qal), g), or on the edges e;, i:1,2,3, joining oi and aiq1,ei,j:4,5,6
joining or*, and 1)i42, ot on e7 which joins or andar. Of these, €11 €2e€4. and e6

are arcs of a hyperbola while the others are linear.

On the curvilinear edges, 4 is constant, and an elimination of ( makes F a func-

tion of ( with expression

A((+c)+Bl(C+c)+c.

Thus F is maximized at one of the end-points. On eu, e, and e, ( is constant; elimina-

tion of ( makes F a function with expression

(Aqz -l Brt * C) | Qtz + BLn + C) ;

lengthy but elementary computations show that F is either monotonic or has at most

a minimum ot) €s, €s and er. Altogether, then, for r and p fixed, the maximum of F
in Io is attained at one of the eight vertices or.
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Now, set
Fi(r) : aQt)rlb(u)lr, i : 1, 2, ..., 8,

r,: (b(u1)la(u,))tt',

rij : (1U 1u,) - b (u,))l(a (u) - o (u,)))'/r, i * j.

An inspection of the graphs of F{r) shows immediately the truth of

Lemma 5. Assume b(or)=b(u). Then maxi,,{F,(r),4.(")} is minimized at
riif either r;t is not real or ti=tii, at ri, iJ' ri<rii<ri, and at r, if rir<ri.

Applying Lemma 5 repeatedly one sees by routine if labourious computations
that for i:1,3,5,6,7,8 and q>l the minimum of max {Fr(r), fr(r)} ,equals

Fr(r) while for g>go- 1.01765... the minimum of max {Fn?), Fr(r)} also equals
F (rr) but for q< go the minimum equals Fr(rr).Thus we have reached upper bounds
for K(f1,,,) expressible in the form

(19) D+UD=2(a(u)b(ur))'/', ,:rr, QiQo,
(20) D+tlD = aQt2)((b(u,)-b(u))l@@)-a(u,)))rtz

+b (u)((a (u)- a (u)) l(b (u,) -b (u)))'/',

where 
t:r24' l=q=Qo'

a (t) : ((s- 1)'+(e @ - d + t7\l(2(e + Dq),

b (u,) : (e + 0(t +(q - d')lQd,
a (ua) : ((s - 1)'+(s + p - il')l(2s (s + 1)p),

b(u): (t+(a-d)lQpil.

A routine computation shows that the inequalities

and 
D+rlD = 2s_t+uQp*r)

D+UD = Qs/2+If Qstz

for q=1 follow from (19) and (20). We have thus proved

Theorem l. For euery q-quasisymmetric h there exists a Beurling-Ahlfors
extmsion fi,,, with K(fr,,)=mn {p"/',2p-1}.

Remarks. 1. Numerical evidence strongly suggests that the exponent 312

above could be lowered at least to I .48. The computations required for the verification
seem to be exceedingly complicated.

2. lf h is assumed to be g-quasisymmetric on the entire real line, additional con-
sequencies of (1) can be derived to improve further the bounds in (13) and thus to
lower the upper bound of the maximal dilatation.
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4. Ä lower estimate

For every choice of r, the maximal dilatation of .fi, 
" 

is known to be at least q (å)

t4]. Li Zhong [5] has shown that if hn(x):y", x>0, ho(x):-lxl, x<0, then

I*xtt ".StQ(h,) 
:2't" : t-5874... '

He has also given concrete examples of piecewise linear functions å, with p(h)>41,

such that K(J;,,)>|.4q(h) for every r. we shall exhibit piecewise linear functions h

such that K(fo,) is always at least l.se(h) as soon as p(h)>-12'

Given g, sel h(x):x, xZl, h(x):4p, x=-1, h(ll2):-h(-ll2):7, and

let h be linear on [-1, -ll2],1-ll2,ll4,l1l2,ll. A computation shows that

g(h):p. For this å,

(21) 1:0+Dfi, 4 : l-t, (: Q,

and the dilatation quotient D of f1,,, at i satisfies

(22) D+D-L = 2(a(8,4, a)b(C, q, Q))'t'.

Making the substitutions (21) in Q2) one arrives at

(D + t I D)2 > (3 p I 2 + 2l G d)'z

for q>12. The asymptotic formula

J1go t 
q : I +(3 l4)z : t'5625

is also true.
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